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Variation to the Course Information Document 

For Academic Year 2021/22 
  

Name of programme(s) and award type(s):  
(such as Single Honours History with 
International Year) 

BSc (Hons) Medical Humanities 

Dear students, 

As part of our commitment to continually work to improve our programmes we are confirming in this document 
the changes to your programme in the Academic Year 2021/22. We are planning for campus to be fully 
operational in 2021/22, which offers the clear prospect of a fuller and more 'normal' campus experience and will 
be ready to react to any further national restrictions or government guidance, as necessary. More general 
information about what studying at the University will be like in 2021/22 can be found 
here: https://www.keele.ac.uk/coronavirus/operations/. 

Specific planned changes 

How the programme will be taught 
(include any significant changes to the 
balance between on campus and 
digital delivery and what students can 
expect) 

Students can expect a mixture of:   

• scheduled live teaching – on-campus, and in some cases 
online, involving whole group and small group teaching;   

• use of online resources, including pre-recorded resources, 
tasks and reading;  

• collaborative work with others, either in-person or online.   

Changes to the balance of on-campus and on-line may be necessary 
depending on circumstances. 
 
Our engaging, accessible digital content, using the KLE/Blackboard 
and Teams, will supplement in-person activities and may include the 
following types of sessions and resources: 

• live online sessions that enable collaboration and discussion 
as well as allowing the lecturer to present to the group; 

• pre-recorded lectures, which you can access remotely, 
watch, and watch again as and when suits you; 

• focused recordings giving guidance, such as directions on 
independent work, on assessments, or covering study skills; 

• activities linked to these recordings, helping you to check 
and embed your knowledge and understanding, again giving 
flexibility about when and at what pace you study; 

• if preferred by the student to in-person supervisions, 
individual online meetings with your module tutor or 
personal tutor through. 

https://www.keele.ac.uk/coronavirus/operations/
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How the programme will be assessed 
(a general summary of changes to 
assessment methods) 

Most modules formerly assessed by exam will adopt either a take-
home exam, or other coursework in 2021-22. In some cases, an in-
person assessed presentation may be completed digitally. 

 
Updated module lists for 2021/22  
 
Year 3 / Level 6 (2021/22 entry cohort) 

Students taking the BSc in Medical Humanities MUST select one dissertation or ISP-equivalent module from a 
Humanities subject area, i.e. American Studies, English Literature, Film Studies, History, Media, Music or Music 
Technology. They may choose to take two dissertation modules (in two different subject areas). They will then 
select a further 60 or 90 credits from taught, 15-credit modules from the School of Humanities (provided they 
meet any prerequisites of the module), such as: 

ENG-30073 The Alcohol Question 
HIS-30101 From Sawbones to Social Hero? Doctors and medicine 1808-1886 
HIS-30126 Gender and Sexuality in Victorian Britain 
AMS-30038 High Culture: Drink, Drugs and the American Dream 

 
Or from modules in Social Science disciplines with a specific medicine, health and wellbeing dimension. The list 
of appropriate modules offered across and beyond the School varies slightly each year, and the modules named 
in the programme specifications are indicative only. 
 
 
For further information on the content of modules currently offered, including the list of elective modules, 
please visit: https://www.keele.ac.uk/recordsandexams/modulecatalogue/  

The module selection website can be accessed here: https://www.keele.ac.uk/modules/ 
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